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Revelation 16

The Angels with Seven Plagues

(v.15): A “Summary” of  Jesus’ “end-times” (Eschatology) teachings …

“Therefore stay awake—for you do not know when the master of  the house will come, in the 
evening, or at midnight, or when the rooster crows, or in the morning— 36 lest he come 
suddenly and find you asleep. 37 And what I say to you I say to all: Stay awake.” (Mark 13)
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The Angels with Seven Plagues

(v.16): Ἁρμαγεδών (Harmagedōn) Armageddon. Li., means, “The 
Mountain of  Megiddo”  

(Following Photo from www.logos.com of  the Jezreel Valley):

http://www.logos.com/
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Revelation 16

The Angels with Seven Plagues

(Vs.17-21):  Seventh “Bowl”/Seventh “Angel” “Poured” into the air

The announcement of  the fulfillment of  Divine judgement!  

(v.18): Signs of  cosmic and eschatological “wrath.”  
Nothing/nowhere is unreached!
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The Angels with Seven Plagues

The “Great City” “split” into three parts –Rome/Babylon/Any human 
system set against God will ultimate cease. 

The response? Cursing God! (I.e. Pharaoh’s “hardened heart”)
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HEAVENLY/SPIRITUAL EARTHLY/PHYSICAL

In the past the wrath of  God was poured out on 
Christ to save sinners . . .

. . . in the future the wrath of  God will be poured 
out on sinners to judge them.

While the righteous in heaven rejoice over the 
triumph of  good . . .

. . . the rebellious on earth will suffer with the 
destruction of  evil.

While the righteous in heaven rejoice over the 
triumph of  good . . .

. . . the rebellious on earth will suffer with the 
destruction of  evil. *

*Charles Swindoll. Insights on Revelation (Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.. Kindle 
Edition. 
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“The question is sometimes raised why eternal punishment is eternal. The 
answer is that people in the hardness of  their hearts will not change; they 
deserve eternal punishment because they are eternally unrepentant. With the 
final destruction coming from the seventh bowl of  the wrath of  God, the stage 
will then be set for the dramatic and climactic second coming of  Christ, 
revealed in chapter 19. Before this event, however, a future detailed description 
is given of  Babylon in chapters 17–18.” (J. F. Walvoord, The Bible Knowledge 
Commentary)
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The Angels with Seven Plagues

“As the Lord pronounces the end of  the outpouring of  His judgment, the 
created order itself  begins to come unhinged. After describing this same event, 
Peter poses a question we all need to consider daily: what sort of  people ought 
we to be (2 Pt 3:11)?  The only basis for confidence on that dreaded day is that 
our Lord Jesus paid the full price of  our punishment while dying on the cross 
(Jn 19:30), then rose from the dead and returned to the Father, where even now 
He is preparing a place for us.” (The Lutheran Study Bible. Concordia, 2000)
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Idolatry and the Beast

Chapter 17
(Vs.1-6a): Two chapter devoted to the fall of  “Babylon.” (Rome) The system 
of  Satanic deception.

One of  the “7 Angels” –Associated with the final judgement. 

The “Great Prostitute” (Idolatry) related to: Cult worship and 
abandoning God as “First- Love.”

•
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Idolatry and the Beast

Rome – “Mother goddess” “Roma” Worshipped as the 
“source of  all blessings”

“Seated on many waters” – A symbol of  people world-wide.  

“Kings of  the Earth” – The people and rulers engaged in 
idolatry/worshipping Roman gods
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Idolatry and the Beast

(v.3): A “Woman” sitting on a “scarlet beast” (Opposite of  
the “White Horse” faith/purity) 

Full of  “blasphemous names.”  “7 heads” and “10 horns” 
(Power)

“The 7 Hills of  Rome” Seven Emperors (Kings) –A picture 
of  the Roman government and Caesars 
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Idolatry and the Beast

(v.4): Dressed as a “prostitute” “debauchery” and sexual 
immorality.

(v.5-6a): The evils committed were done with “delight.”  
This scene is the antithesis of  the “Woman” at the “Wedding 
Feast” of  the Lamb!   
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Idolatry and the Beast

(Vs.6b-11):  No need to be astonished! Now, a description of  the 
“phases” of  the Beast:

“Once was:” The reality of  past, evil powers and Emperors 
(Nero) “Wounded by the Lamb (Cross/Resurrection)

“Is Not:” A “lull” in persecutions? Do not “drift” into 
accommodation with evil/powers. (Present time)
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Idolatry and the Beast

“Will rise from the Bottomless Pit (Abyss):” The resurgence 
of  evil/persecutions yet future consummation!  (Present 
time)

Do not surrender to a defeated enemy!  

“It was, is not, is to come” The antithesis of  God! 
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Idolatry and the Beast

(vs.10-11): A call for “wisdom:” Figure this out!  “7 Kings” 
(“fullness”) 

“7 heads”/“7 Mountains” (hills) (Rome/Roman Emperors) 

Roman Emperors – 5 have died, 1 active (contemporary 
situation), 1 to come—the last pagan ruler.
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Idolatry and the Beast

The Beast (“8th king”) intimate relationship between leaders 
and human systems. 

“Kings/Mountains” possible ancient, enemy kingdoms: 
Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece, Rome, 

A final kingdom to come. The final eschatological battle!
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Idolatry and the Beast

(Vs.12-14): “10 Horns/10 Kings” –Rulers of  pagan provinces –
“10” symbol of  repeated number of  names/times—an indefinite 
number/multiplicity of  powers.  (Ephesians 6.12ff) Principality and 
Powers.

“One hour” –A brief  time.

This is a description of  “Spiritual Warfare.” 
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Idolatry and the Beast

The “Conquering Lamb” The true Lord and King!

(Vs.15-18): “The Waters” – Water/Sea often symbol of  people 
worldwide, as well as chaos. A picture of  world-wide 
corruption/redemption.
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Idolatry and the Beast

(v.16): One aspect of  the Final Judgement” Evil will turn 
against itself ! A “kingdom divided…”

Yet—this is still under the sovereign hand of  God! (Romans 8)
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Idolatry and the Beast

“John describes the great end-times battle between the dominant world power 
and God. This vision reminds us that earthly power structures, when built upon 
idolatrous worldviews and characterized by ungodly ambitions, are not morally 
neutral but rather stand in opposition to God and His Church. In the end, 
however, the King of  kings and Lord of  lords will get the victory and share it 
with the faithful, so that they reign with Him eternally.”

[The Lutheran Study Bible (Concordia Publishing House. Kindle Edition)]. 
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